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OLD AND NEW PROBLEMS IN HYPERNUCLEI
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Recent developments in perceiving the overbinding problem for A hypi-rnucki
are reviewed. Attention is focussed on ANN interactions and the role those assume
in the hypernuclear dynamics. Several possible versions for the A-spin dependence
of dispersive ANN interaction terms in s-shell hypernuclei are derived, and their
relevance to determining the A-nucleus spin dependence in p-shell hypernuclei is
mentioned.
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1. Introduction

The work of Richard H. Dalitz on hypernuclei reflects more than anyone else's the
development of hypernudear physics since its inception in 1953, when Danysz and
Pniewski interpreted certain cosmic ray tracks as due to A hypernuclei and initiated
the study of hypernuclei by following K~ capture in nuclear emulsions.1 Tiie data
unravelled during the first 15 years has largely been limited to light species, A < 13,
out of which the very light ones, so called s-shell hypernuclei AH, AH-4He and AHo,
attracted considerable attention both experimentally and theoretically. These very
light species were analysed thorouglily during the first decade by Dalitz and collabo-
rators for their binding energies in terms of an underlying AN interaction,2 for their
weak decays particularly as means to determine their spins,3 and for charge symme-
try breaking in the AAr interaction.4 It soon became clear,5 particularly following
the measurement of Ap low-energy cross sections, that no reasonable AN interaction
model is capable of reproducing simultaneously the binding-energy (iJA) values of all
of the s-shell hypernuclei, and the trouble was identified mainly with AHe for which
such models overbind, yielding D^. = 5 — 6 MeV compared to the measured value
Z?A(AHe) = 3.12 ± 0.02 MeV. Subsequent work on the s-shell hypernuclei6 demon-
strated that even the inclusion of two-pion-exchange theoretically motivated ANN
interaction terms does not resolve the overbinding problem.

The p-shell hypernuclei provided during the 60s and 70s a richer data base for
developing the necessary microscopic understanding of A hypernuclei. Here again
Dalitz and collaborators pursued the analysis of ground-state binding energies in
terms of both AN and ANN interaction terms,7 established theoretically the study
of 7 radiation in hypernuclei in order to unambiguously determine the spin depen-
dence of the A-nucleus interaction,8 and deduced the ground-state spin values for 8 Li
and A

2B by analysing some of their characteristic pionic weak-decay modes.9 These
spectroscopic studies,7 as well as the more recent work,10 suggest an appreciable con-
tribution to the p-shell BA values due to a repulsive ANN interaction term, with
poorly determined spin structure.

Finally, during the last 15 years, with the advent of counter techniques utilized
in (A'~,7r~) and (7r+, A'+) nuclear reactions, particularly in flight, the hypei nuclear
data base has been substantially extended both as regards their mass range and by
providing excited configurations as well. Here the work of Dalitz and collaborators
helped in denning concepts and suggesting patterns such as quasi-free formation"
and coherence, in particular supersymmetry,12 while studying in detail the excited
spectra13 of ^Be and A

2C.
As a result of accumulating and analysing these and other varied data, a shell

model framework has been established consistent with an underlying picture of the
A as a distinguishable baryon which interacts weakly with the nuclear core.14 The
A single-particle levels in the shell-model hypernuclear potential define configura-
tions for which the A-nuclcus dominantly spin-independent residual interaction often



exhibits features of weak-coupling scheme, occasionally giving rise to strongly co-
herent departures from such a scheme.13'15 This relatively simple phenomcnological
description does not necessarily translate into equally simple microscopic dynamics.
For example, as discussed in Sect. 2 below, the A-nuclear shell-model potential, of
phenomenologically deduced depth D\ = 27.8 ± 0.5 MeV, gets substantial repulsive
contributions of about the same magnitude which are non-linear in the nuclear den-
sity. u Equivalently, the underlying AN interaction overbinds by as much as a factor
of two in nuclear matter, with higher-order terms in the nuclear density - perhaps
dominated by ANN p2 terms - reducing the AN contribution linear in p down to
DA. Time and again, ANN interactions appear in the context of oveibinding by the
AN interaction.

Recently, Bodmer and Usmani16 reexamined the overbinding problem for the s-
shell hypernuclei, plus the a-core hypernuclei 9Be and A

3C, and for £>A. A satisfactory
description in terms of phenomenological AN and ANN interactions is obtained by
using AN interactions which fit Ap low-energy scattering and strongly repulsive ANN
interactions of dispersive nature, with or without A-spin dependence. These ANN
terms contribute —25 to —30 MeV to D\, of the same sign and size as those from the
non-linear (in the density) term of the phenomenological single-particle potential.14

It is of considerable interest to study the general spin dependence of these ANN
terms and to check their contribution to A-spin splittings which for most hypernuclcar
situations are exceptionally small. Could the overall smallness of these spin splittings
also result from a cancellation between the AN spin-dependent contributions and
between spin-dependent contributions due to ANN interaction terms? In sect. 3
we derive and discuss new results for the optional versions of A-spin dependence for
ANN dispersive interaction terms in the s-shell, and urge the study of modifications
these may enforce on the AJV spin dependence program10 within the p shell.

2. Shell Model Description of A Hypernuclei

The B\ data now extend over a large portion of the periodic table, including
emulsion data for ground-state binding energies of light hypernuclei 3 < A < 15,
and hypernuclear excitation spectra from in-flight (K~,n~) and (-r+, A'+) reactions.
These latter reactions, in particular the (n+,K+) reaction, allow for the extraction
of A-hypernuclear single-particle energies over the nuclear mass range A <90. In
Fig. 1, taken from ref.17, we show as an example the excitation spectrum for the
89Y(ir+,A'+)89Y reaction at 1.05 GeV/c and 9K =10° from a recent AGS experi-
ment.18 The curves represent theoretical DWIA calculations multiplied by an overall
normalization factor of 0.7. The neutron-hole pickup strength in the 89Y target (a
derived from experiments on ̂ Zr) gives rise dominantly to (\g^/\ contributions shown
by dashed curves in the figure. Thus, the peaks in the 89Y spectrum are mainly due to
the conversion of a lga/j neutron into a A in the orbit specified, where the notation (A

stands for both spin-orbit partners; the spin-dependent components of the A-nucleus



interaction are apparently too small to resolve these peaks, given the experimental
energy-resolution scale of 3 MeV.

In a shell-model picture, the spacings of the A single-particle levels for a given A,
as above, constrain both the depth DA of the A-nucleus potential and its radius. Fig.
2, taken from ref.M shows a fit to a wide range (9< A <89) of BA values for A single-
particle states in terms of a nonlocal density-dependent A-nucleus potential based
on the spherical Skyrme Hartree-Fock approach. The nonlocality of the potential is
exhibited through an effective mass m'(r), m*(r —> oo) —» mA, which translates it
into an energy dependence for the equivalent local potential

. (1)a,) ()
mA \ mA

This energy dependence is used to improve the fit to binding energies over the full
mass range. The density dependence of the potential U is given in this approach by

U(r) = -D™p(r)/p(0) + D™{p{r)/p(0))2 + £>A'VL)T(r)/T(0), (2)

where

l(tfy/3pV\r) (3)

in the Thomas Fermi approximation for the nonlocal potential term due to the mo-
mentum dependence of the underlying AN interaction. This momentum dependence
also generates the A effective mass through

For the fit shown in Fig. 2, the resulting partial well depths are given by

DA
2) = 63.2, D1? = 31.4, DlfL) = 4.3 (in MeV) (5)

for p(0) = 0.157 fm"3. Hence m'(0)/mA = 0.81, and the potential well depth assumes
the value

DA = -U(0) = D™ - £>A
3) - Dl

A
NL) = 27.6 MeV (6)

The essential features of the potential are an attractive component linear in the
nuclear density (taken proportional to the empirical charge distribution) with a depth
PA

2) consistent with that obtained by folding the free AN interaction with the den-
sity, and a repulsive component proportional to a higher power of the density, here
taken as p2, which is simulated by both genuine three-body ANN interaction terms
and dispersive ANN terms representing the density dependence of the input AN



interaction. A by-product of a strongly repulsive component of the potential propor-
tional to p7(r) with 7 > 1 is that the radius of the potential is larger than that of
the density p. Thus, for a Fermi representation of the density

p(r) = p(O)/{l + « p [ ( r - c ) / a ] } , (7)

the half-depth radius of the potential (2) is larger than that (c) of the density ac-
cording to

(8)

where (neglecting the small nonlocal term in (2) associated with DK ')

d ~ D<3>/ (DJ» - Df) . (9)

This incremental radius, Rx/2 — c ~ 0.47 fm for a diffusivity a = 0.54 fm, is helpful
in fitting several single-particle levels in the same A hypernucleus.

In summary of this work,14 the A potential depth D\, the A potential radius
and the A effective mass m' are rather tightly constrained by the data, with several
optional parameterizations leading to the following error-bars determination:

DA = 27.8 ± 0.5 MeV, m*(0)/mA = 0.79 ± 0.02. (10)

Figure 2 provides a textbook example of single-particle structure in nuclear physics.
In ordinary nuclei, single-particle strength rapidly becomes fragmented with increas-
ing excitation energy, and the deeply bound hole states become so broad as to be
essentially unobservable. In the hypernuclear case, the fact that the A is a distin-
guishable particle, which interacts rather weakly with the nuclear core, leads to a
clearly defined set of single-particle states. However, the extreme simplicity of this
picture for the A-nuclear shell model is founded on relatively sizable medium ef-
fects most of which are lumped into the p2 term of the potential (2), and a better
understanding of its origin and nature is highly desirable.

3. Spin Dependence of ANN Interactions

One-pion exchange (OPE), which is responsible for the tail of the NN interaction
and in particular to its tensor component, is forbidden by charge symmetry for the
AN interaction. Two-pion exchange (TPE) is allowed through the excitation and
deexcitation of EN intermediate states as depicted in Fig. 3a, where the OPE AN <->
EN transition potential VYN, denoted by a wavy line, is given by

9"NN9"AZ. " * r • $Y(rYN)(aY • aN + T(rYN)SYN) (11)
47T lZMfl/MY



with Yukawa and tensor radial shapes as follows:

Y(r) = exp(-x)/x, T(r) = 1 + 3/x + 3/x2, (x = mrr) (12)

and where

Syfj = S^y • Tff^ • r — (Ty • (Tfi/ (13)

is the hyperon-nucleon tensor operator. In eq. (11), # is the A —> E isospin transition
operator normalized to <f>+ -<t> = 3. We now focus on ANN interaction terms mediated
by the OPE potential (11).

3.1 The TPE ANN interaction

In nuclear matter, the OPE transition potential (11) gives rise to the diagram
depicted in Fig. 3b representing a TPE ANN interaction schematically of the form

1
1 2 A

where A is a closure energy. This TPE ANN interaction, including additional con-
tributions due to E*(1385), was derived by Bhaduri et al. in the static limit.19 It is
independent of the A spin, and its restriction to the s-shell hypernuclei gives

O - - - - y X 2 / 3 \ 2

V2" 'T 2°x ' °2 (9*NN9*\L\ I Tnw \ y, ,
ANN ~ A V 4Jf ) \\2MNMY) (rAi)

x [ l + (3coBatf1Aa-l)T(rA1)T(rAa)] . (15)

Since < TX • r2d\ a2 >= - 3 by the Pauli antisymmetry requirement for a symmetric
spatial nuclear-core wavefunction, this ANN interaction is independent of the nu-
cleons' spin and isospin too. The TPE ANN potential is asymptotically repulsive,
as (3cos20iA2 — 1) - • 2 with rA —» oo. However, strong cancellations occur in the
tensor-like (3cos20iA2 - 1) term for variational-type calculations,6'16 particularly by
introducing a tensor-like short-range correlation factor of the form

1 -/3/(rAi)/(rA2)(3cos201A2 - 1) (1G)

into the trial wavefunction and adding /3 as a variational parameter. The consensus
within these calculations is that the TPE ANN interaction contributes little to the
B\ value of AHe and its introduction does not resolve the overbinding problem.

A A-spin dependence would arise if one of the pions in Fig. 3b is replaced by a p
meson. However, the magnitude of the resulting terms is estimated as too small to
affect at present any of the A-spin observables.



3.2 Dispersive AJVJV interaction terms

Dispersive ANN interaction terms represent the effect of the nuclear medium via
a third baryon on the two-body AiV diagram 3a. The propagation of the intermediate
EN pair occurs in the medium and this give9 rise to additional diagrams as depicted
in Fig. 4a and 4b. To leading order in the OPE potential, and assuming the same
closure energy everywhere, the following ANN interactions arise:

, (17a)

{VY1VZ2VYI +VY2VSlVY2)/&? , (17b)

where vl2 and vSj(j = 1,2) stand for NN and EN OPE potentials similar to VYN
as given by eq. (11), with the isospin operator f • <j> now being replaced by T^ •
?i and by <E • •fj respectively, i£ = — i<f> x <j>+ standing for the E isospin vector.
Keeping only the dominant tensor term in the transition potentials VYJ of eq. (11),
but retaining the full OPE form in the intermediate NN and EN potentials, the
dispersive ANN interactions (17) yield, when restricted to the s-shell hypernuclei,
the following simplified form

V*»" = 24 VK) MM [IT) "4T {MM) y(rAl)F(rA2)

X \ {y(rAi)Ta(rA1) [T(rA2)(3cos201A2 - 1) - l] + (1 ~ 2)}

x <p • TJ(CT! • ffj + SA • Sl2) , (18a)

where Si2 = {Sl + e?2)/2. The expectation values of

jEv^^+^^,) (18b)

for s-shell hypernuclei are given in Table 1 using a totally antisymmetric nuclear
SU(4) spin-isospin wavefunction. Asymptotically for the A, the ANN interaction
(18) is repulsive for AH but attractive for AHe. However, a short-range correlation
factor of the type eq. (16) could easily reverse the asymptotic behaviour, leading to
a repulsive contribution for AHe; will it suffice to resolve the overbinding problem?

Bcdmer and Usmani16 assumed for the dispersive ANN interaction the form

V?NN = WrVJ(rA1)y2(rA2)TJ(rAI)TI(rA2)(l + ±3A • §„) , (19a)

with a strength parameter W > 0 and where T(r) is given by T(r) times a suppression
factor at short distances. The isospin independence and the specific spin dependence



in eq. (19a) correspond to replacing vi2 and ujy in eqs. (17) by spin- and isospin-
independent j / , 2 and gEj matrices, respectively, in which case the overall spin- and
isospin dependence is obtained by applying Syj twice in a row and symmetrizing over
j = 1,2. The expectation values of

£ ( 1 + \** • Sl3) = \{A - 1){A - 2) + \(A - 2)SA • SN , (19b)

where 5/v is the nuclear-core spin, are also listed in Table 1. Expressions (18b)
and (19b) for the spin dependence of VfNN agree with each other for ^H but differ
elsewhere, the Bodmer-Usmani dispersive interaction by design yielding sufficient
repulsion everywhere with only little room for short-range correlations to affect its
relative contributions within the s shell.

Which of the versions given above for the dispersive ANN interaction, eq. (18)
advocating the use of the longest range v for the in-medium interaction between the
third baryon and any of the interacting pair, or eq. (19) advocating16 the use of the
summed series g for the in-medium interaction, is the valid one? It is difficult to
give an unambiguous answer without checking this point further, at least within a
model calculation. It appears to me that the use of g incorporates many-body effects
associated with the full density expansion involving powers of the density higher than
p2, and it would be more consistent for a three-body-cluster model calculation16 to
truncate such an expansion and avoid the uncontrolled effect of these higher powers,
simply by expanding in powers of the interactions v. In any case, it is desirable to
repeat such calculations with the spin dependence given by eq. (18). It is interesting
to note that the spin dependence (19) assumed by Bodmer and Usmani accounts
for about 1/3 of the 1 MeV 0+ — 1+ spin splitting observed for the A = 4 hyper-
nuclei, and it would be interesting to find out the analogous contribution which the
use of the spin dependence (18) will bring about. Furthermore, the effects of this
spin dependence, particularly as it couples together in a non-trivial way the spin and
isospin operators for a triad ANiN}, should be explored in the hypernuclear p-shell,
extending the AN spin-dependence study of ref.10 As a matter of fact, after so many
years of hypernuclear research, one knows very little about the actual size of hyper-
nuclear spin splittings associated with the spin dependence of the A-nucleus effective
interaction beyond the general observation that these must be small. But how small
is 'small'? Recent attempts to hunt for predicted10 splittings by observing selectively
hypernuclear 7 rays have failed,20 and a revision in one's thinking might be the order
of the day. Perhaps, on the theoretical side, ANN spin dependencies of the sort eq.
(18) could become instrumental for a better understanding of this issue.

4. Conclusion

In this talk we have given a brief overview of Dalitz's contribution to the de-
velopment of hypernuclear physics, and shown that a simple shell-model picture for



the A works remarkably well. However, there is a growing solid evidence from sev-
eral sources for strongly repulsive medium effects which manifest their size via the
overbinding problem. In this context, we have derived a ANN dispersive interaction
term based on pion exchanges for study in s-shell hypernuclei. Its correlation nature
and spin dependence are manifestly different from that employed earlier.16 It is rec-
ommended that the spin dependencies of all existing versions for ANN interactions
be incorporated into the study of the spin dependence of the A-nucleus effective inter-
action, in order to supplement the study so far carried out for AN interaction terms
only,10 and perhaps come to grips with the experimental indication20 of exceptionally
small A spin splittings.

The lesson of this talk is that old problems die hard, or alternatively: some of
those problems in hypernuclear physics which Dalitz was unable to resolve in the 60s
and the 70s still offer a challenge to this community in the 90s.
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Table 1. Spin-isospin factors, normalized to agree with each other for
JH, for the two dispersive ANN interactions given by eqs. (18) and
(19) wL.^li are operative for s-shell hypernuclei. For JH, only the (J+;0)
ground state is particle stable.
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Figure Captions

1.

2.

3.

4.

The excitation spectrum of the 89Y(7r+, A'+)89Y reaction at 1.05 Gev/c and
0^ = 10° from an AGS experiment.18 The solid curve represents a theoretical
DWIA calculation.17 The i\g^j2 contributions are indicated by dashed curves.

The data on binding energies of A single-particle states compared to the binding
energies obtained" from the density-dependent nonlocal potential defined in
eqs. (1),(2). For A > 16, the density is obtained from a Fermi distribution
function (7) with c = ro(A)A1/3, ro{A) = 1.144 - 1.276>T2/3 fm and a = 0.54
fm. For A < 16, empirical charge densities are used, leading to the kinks seen
in the curves for small A.

Two-pion-exchange diagrains generating (a) AJV interaction terms, (b) ANN
interaction terms. The AN «-> £JV OPE transition potential is denoted by the
wavy lines and is given in coordinate space by eq. (11).

Pion-exchange diagrams generating dispersive ANN interaction terms for the
TPE model of the AN interaction depicted in Fig. 3a. The wavy lines stand
for one-pion exchange.
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